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panasonic's system is based on the latest
advancements in the field of digital imaging

and communications technology. the portable
nature of the system enables users to enjoy

superb digital content from various sources. in
addition, the system provides new possibilities
for the user by utilizing the flexibility of digital
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technology. the system consists of a network
audio system, and a combination of features
like high-resolution video projection, powerful

sound, super slim structure, and high-
performance speakers. delivering a more

immersive theater experience to audiences, jbl
has designed the new m42 d subwoofer. with

the m42 d, jbl engineers have used a
proprietary speaker design and extensive
frequency response testing to deliver a

dedicated surround sound subwoofer that
provides high-end bass and mid-range

frequency extension. the new hybrid portable
speaker system, the v-series is the culmination

of more than 20 years of jbl engineering. it
marries the v10 subwoofer and v10 line array
in a single, highly portable unit. the v10 line
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array combines jbls groundbreaking array
technology with the highly efficient amplifier in
the v10 subwoofer. the result is a system that

delivers both a powerful and accurate low-
frequency response as well as a high quality

sound at the highest frequencies. the v10
subwoofer is the result of extensive

development, testing and refinement. jbl
engineers developed a new large-

displacement, high-efficiency driver and
redesigned the entire topology of the system.

the new model uses a large-displacement,
voice coil driver that can be driven by a single
amplifier, providing a significant increase in

efficiency. the new system uses two
innovative, high efficiency drivers in the
woofers, providing a high-quality sound
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throughout the frequency range.
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Vibrato effect, wow effect, chorus effect, Ring
Modulation effect, etc. can really keep the

groove flowing! Used in conjunction with an
effects loop, these are a huge part of anyone's
audio chain, but buying a compressor without
an effects loop will limit your audio chain to

just reverb. Instead, it would be wiser to buy a
compressor with an effects loop. Compressors
can be bought in all sorts of guises, from the
classic, brightly coloured 400-series vintage
desks and 1,000-series powerhouses all the
way up to modern digital stereo and mono
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amps with little old me in mind. You can build
your own if you have the right sort of tools and

a shed, or spend your money on an already-
built machine. If you can afford it, a high-end
unit will certainly sound the best. Some of the
most common compressors include sidechain

and master-compressors. Sidechain
compressors use a send and return summing
circuit. This allows the master compressor to
be used on the first input as well as on both
inputs of the sidechain compressor. This is a

cheaper solution than a parallel mono
compressor but still sounds great. Master

compressors compress at a much louder level
than any other compressor. The quality of the
mix on stage can make or break a band's live
performance. It is easy to get both ears in one
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ear and out the other, when reviewing audio
from the show, but having to listen to audio

from the microphones in the recording studio
can be more than double that. For live sound,
most engineers prefer to have a mix in one's
head that is practically the same as the mix
that is heard on stage. However, the music

may have been altered in the studio for sonic
reasons. 5ec8ef588b
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